Save hours every period rolling up, preparing, and reconciling loss, expense and claim details to meet your increasingly tight time demands.

You’re in charge
As an actuary, you can finally be in charge of your own data. Triangles on Demand™ puts all the data in one place, and creates summarized triangles or detailed breakdowns however you need them, generated directly from the source components.

Roll up literally millions of records into analysis files of almost any size and any level of detail. All the resulting triangles are immediately available in Arius, ready for you to use.

Get exactly the data you need
Have direct access to whatever data you need to start your next quarter whenever you’re ready, delivered directly to your desktop.

Instantly get new groupings that might help your analysis. For example:

- Drill down and take a closer look at a challenging issue.
- Get triangles by region or coverage rather than your normal line of business analysis.
- Work with certain data at specific claim limits.

Sleep better at night
The system provides instant reconciling totals at any level of summarization. Because you’re starting with reliable numbers, you have more comfort in the results.

Triangles on Demand is implemented in Microsoft’s secure Azure cloud platform, so members of your team have instant access to your data wherever they are. Authentication is handled through your company’s Active Directory, so your IT professionals play a key role in managing security and access to the system.